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Foreign investors
flock to Indonesia
McKinsey has projected that Indonesia is on the way to becoming the seventh largest economy in the world
in 2030 with 135 million middle-class consumers with capacity to spend. BY NARENDRA AGGARWAL

I

NDONESIA is fast becoming a favourite of foreign investors with the country receiving an all-time record high of US$29.3 billion in new foreign direct investment (FDI) in nearly 22,000 projects last year, a
significant increase over the previous year.
More importantly, the trend remains strong with Indonesia getting a further US$14.18 billion worth of new investments in over 23,000 projects in the first semester of
this year, according to the latest data available.
Singapore continues to be Indonesia’s top foreign investor, having poured US$9.19 billion into nearly 5,000
projects last year. The city-state has been the largest FDI
contributor to Indonesia for the past five consecutive
years, says Indonesia’s Ambassador to Singapore Ngurah
Swajaya in an interview with The Business Times on the occasion of his country’s 74th Independence Day on Aug 20.
Singapore businesses continue to be optimistic about
prospects in Indonesia. In the first semester of this year,
Singapore ploughed in a further US$3.4 billion worth of
new investments in 5,348 projects in Indonesia.
Japan is Indonesia’s second largest foreign investor,
having put in US$4.95 billion in 3,166 projects last year,
says the Indonesian envoy. China and Hong Kong were in
third and fourth places, respectively, with a combined investment of US$4.39 billion in 2,634 projects.
Mr Ngurah cites a recent report by McKinsey, the global
management consultancy, which projects that Indonesia
is on the way to becoming the seventh largest economy in
the world in 2030 with 135 million middle-class consumers with capacity to spend. For the Indonesian economy to reach that level, the country would need some
113 million skilled workers.
“There is a market opportunity worth US$1.8 trillion in
consumer services, education, health, agriculture, fisheries, natural resources and the digital economy in Indonesia. I would say that every investor knows that to capitalise on such huge opportunities, they must move in
quickly to get the maximum benefits,” says Mr Ngurah.
The Indonesian envoy feels that the strong political stability in his country should be a major attraction for foreign investors with the election of President Joko Widodo
for a second term. Despite different political points of
view in the country, the election process had been completed peacefully showing the inherent strength of the
world’s third largest democracy.
“President Joko Widodo has made it very clear on the
government’s strong determination to improve and
provide a conducive environment for investment, accelerate development of infrastructure and human resources
through focusing on polytechnics and vocational training,” says Mr Ngurah. Thus, the “wait and see” attitude
should be abandoned as Indonesia has proven, once again
that it is a mature working democracy, he adds.
“All systems and mechanisms are functioning effectively and this has led to the successful completion of the
presidential election process and subsequent reconciliation in the post-election processes,” says the Indonesian
envoy.
Indonesia’s rank in the World Bank’s ease of doing business index has jumped by 48 positions in the past three

Indonesian President Joko Widodo (above) giving his
state-of-the-nation address at a general assembly at
parliament in Jakarta on Aug 16. Ngurah Swajaya,
Ambassador of Indonesia to Singapore (left), notes
that Mr Widodo has made it clear that the government
will improve and provide a conducive environment for
investment by accelerating the development of
infrastructure and human resources.
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years to 72nd position from 110 previously. President
Widodo plans to accelerate this even further targeting
rank 40 by 2024 when his term ends, he has revealed.
Similarly, Indonesia’s position in the World Economic
Forum’s Global Competitive Index has also increased from
the previous year to rank 45 in 2018 and it is the best performance among its peers, says the Indonesian ambassador.
To improve further, very clear national development
priorities have been outlined to boost Indonesia’s compet-

itiveness. The first is to continue expediting infrastructure connecting the people’s economic centres to the industrial and economic zones.
The second is to prioritise human resources development through improving education, vocational and training quality, including talent development.
The third is to invite all investments to generate employment, through improving ease of doing business and
addressing corruption.
The fourth step is to continue bureaucratic reform to

make it more effective and efficient. And the fifth is to ensure effective use of government budget to improve the
economy and people’s welfare.
“Furthermore, as Asean continues to be resilient with
steady annual growth of above 5 per cent, Indonesia’s economy also grew 5.17 per cent last year – 10 basis points
better than the year before. This year, we are ambitious of
achieving a target of 5.4 per cent growth, the highest since
2013,” says Mr Ngurah.
“Significantly, all major international rating agencies
have placed Indonesia on investment grades and the S&P
has even upgraded the country further from ‘BBB-’ to ‘BBB’.
Thus, investors can see proof that Indonesia is taking significant steps to become an attractive destination.”
To improve conditions further, the online single submission system continues to be enhanced so as to help upgrading and expediting transparent licensing services for
FDI. The crux to this service philosophy lies in the strong
commitment to improved good governance, transparency
and anti-corruption stance, he adds.
The focus areas that Indonesia is targeting are Industry 4.0, infrastructure, and tourism-related industries
and infrastructure. As manufacturing remains the dominant sector in the economy, Indonesia also adopted its
transformation strategy towards Industry 4.0. These include automation and data exchange within the realm of
manufacturing systems, Internet of Things and cloud technologies.
Another priority sector is infrastructure. Maritime connectivity through a “sea toll” development to improve sea
connectivity will continue to be improved by upgrading
and building new infrastructures in 477 locations.
Over the past five years, an accumulative 6.246 km of
railways, 15 new airports and 1.461 km of toll roads, as
well as a new MRT in Jakarta and LRT in Palembang have
been operational.
“This will be followed by continuous development and
integration to the on-going construction process of
Trans-Sumatera, Trans-Java, Trans-Sulawesi and TransPapua toll roads that will open economic potentials in
those big islands of Indonesia,” says Ambassador Ngurah.
To support information technology and the digital economy, the government is to complete the “sky toll” project
called “Palapa Ring”. A fibre optic cable network to support telecom connectivity has been completed through
three projects – Palapa Ring I (2.275 km), II (2.995 km) and
the last Palapa Ring III (6.878) – will be completed early
next year. This includes upgrading 175,000 base transmitter stations. All of these connections will support to connect the whole archipelago, he adds.
The ambassador says that going forward toll roads,
housing and water projects will be offered to private investors, in addition to MRT supporting facilities for 240
km that is scheduled to be completed in the next decade.
“The 10 New Bali projects launched by the president in
September 2017 have gained interest as new tourist destinations and for infrastructure investments,” says
Mr Ngurah. “As unique and distinct destinations, what is
offered are not only rich diversities, but also investment
in new hotels, resorts, restaurants, shopping centres,
cruise facilities and whatever one’s imagination can conjure up!”

Laying the foundations for vehicles of the future
Indonesia’s focus on developing infrastructure, improving connectivity, boosting tourism and moving towards Industry 4.0 lays the foundation for the
future of its electric car sector. BY AUDREY NG

E

ARLIER in August, Indonesian President Joko
Widodo signed a decree to support the electric
vehicle sector, noting that production should leverage the raw materials present in the country.
Indonesia has been hoping to create a downstream industry of nickel laterite ore, which is used in lithium batteries. Metals such as cobalt and manganese – which are
used in the construction of batteries – are present in Indonesia and can give it an edge with lower production
costs, he notes.
Indonesia aims to reduce its reliance on imported oil
and compete with Singapore and Thailand in the electric
car sector too. Production of electric vehicles is expected
to start by 2022. By 2025, it should be 20 per cent of total
car production.

GRABBING FOR A SHARE OF THE PIE
Things are underway as investments have already been secured for the electric vehicle sector. These include
US$2 billion of investment from Toyota Motor Corp to
build hybrid-vehicle plants and US$1 billion from Hyundai Motor to build two plants, including an electric
vehicle unit.
Another US$2 billion has been secured from Japan’s
Softbank Group Corp, which will be invested via Grab Indonesia over a five year period across various sectors, one
of which is for the electric vehicles sector.
“This investment will be a driver of the digitisation of
crucial services and infrastructure. Our commitment is to
create next-generation transportation networks for cities
and transforming how critical services like health care are
delivered, as well as building an electric vehicle ecosystem in the country,” says Ridzki Kramadibrata, president
of Grab Indonesia.

The fifth unicorn – a privately-held startup valued at
more than US $1 billion – of Indonesia believes in “creating
tech for good”, and is committed to pursuing innovations
and technology to further drive the transport ecosystem.
It also aims to develop solutions and services that improve the livelihoods of millions in Indonesia, by increasing access to financial services, providing better income
opportunities for marginalised and disenfranchised segments of society and creating economic value for gig economy workers.
“Grab operates the largest transport fleet in South-east
Asia through our partner drivers, so we see an exciting opportunity to drive the adoption of new technology across
the country. We hope our vision of ‘tech for good’ would
lead to more people embracing and benefiting from the
technologies available, leading to increasing financial inclusion and more small businesses created,” says Mr Kramadibrata.
Grab also sees opportunity in the government’s plan to
develop new tourism destinations as it can offer its ridesharing services, as well as give local entrepreneurs a
chance to provide food and beverage services using
Grab’s platform and generate another source of income.
Indonesia’s aim to become the largest digital economy
in South-east Asia in 2020 also complements Grab’s business and the services that it provides, moving beyond just
ride sharing. Plans are ongoing to build a new headquarters in Jakarta, which will serve as a dual headquarters
with Singapore that will focus on developing its GrabFood
services and solutions for emerging economies in
South-east Asia, says Mr Kramadibrata. It has also mooted
the concept of GrabWheels in several locations in Greater
Jakarta as a step forward in reducing air pollution.

Grab Indonesia is a driver of Softbanks’ US$2 billion investment to boost Indonesia’s electric car sector.
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Bringing Batam
into the next phase
New developments on the island offer exciting opportunities
for businesses. BY AUDREY NG

M

ORE than 1.8 million tourists visited
Batam last year, demonstrating its
healthy status as a major tourist hub in
the Riau Islands. Singaporeans made up
49.66 per cent of these tourist arrivals,
drawn to the island’s beautiful beaches, luxurious resorts
and excellent shopping just 40 minutes by ferry from Harbourfront.
While Batam has historically been a Free Trade Zone
(FTZ), plans have been mooted to bestow Special Economic Zone (SEZ) status to two enclaves on the island.
This would boost growth and make Batam even more attractive to investors already drawn to its proximity to
Singapore, low operating costs and location outside Indonesia’s unpredictable “Ring of Fire”.
One of these enclaves is the luxurious beachfront
Nongsa area, with the Nongsa Digital Park (NDP) that
opened in March this year. The idea for the park was first
proposed by Singapore-based integrated media entertainment and creative services company Infinite Studios, and
was subsequently developed by its parent firm Citramas
Group.
NDP itself will be part of a wider digital economy hub in
Nongsa, with Singapore’s Surbana Jurong appointed as
master planner in July this year. The hub has been described as a “digital bridge” between Indonesia and Singapore, offering mutually beneficial opportunities to talent
and companies in both countries, including through the
development of luxury residences, hotels and retail elements in addition to technical and business facilities.
Since its opening, about 50 companies with support
from more than 240 staff are now based at NDP, including
numerous Singaporean and Singapore-based firms such
as online talent recruitment platform Glints and regional
mobile payment services provider LiquidPay.
Mike Wiluan, CEO of Infinite Studios, says that NDP offers an integrated and cost-efficient solution for digital
start-ups and companies hoping to increase their human
capital resources.
Describing the Park as an “ecosystem of like-minded
companies that can collaborate more efficiently”,
Mr Wiluan says that NDP is a “proactive business space
with a mind to source, match, connect and complement individuals and companies looking for a range of solutions”.
This helps companies – including those from Singapore –
grow their businesses, especially in the Indonesian market.

He also highlights Nongsa’s excellent infrastructure as
another attractive feature. Broadband connectivity at the
Park is one of the fastest in Indonesia, with almost zero
latency from Singapore due to the numerous international
and domestic fibre-optic cables landing just next to the
area.
Plans are also underway to establish a data centre at
the Park. In addition to the pre-existing infrastructure,
more power sources will be added to ensure full operational efficiency while taking advantage of Batam’s natural
location away from Indonesia’s earthquake fault lines and
close proximity to Singapore. Mr Wiluan notes that these
factors make NDP an ideal location for data centre operations, with companies being able to “plug and play” by outsourcing their storage and processing services.
A state-of-the-art training centre is also in the pipeline.
According to Mr Wiluan, “Indonesian talents have an excellent work ethic and are always keen to learn new skills”.
NDP already boasts numerous vocational training initiatives supported by Infinite’s Infinite Learning division. Infinite Learning has also partnered with tech giant Apple to
open an Apple Developer Academy next year, with the
first batch of students slated to begin training in February
next year.
Three more buildings are due to be completed at NDP
this year, and Mr Wiluan hopes that in time to come,
Nongsa and Batam as a whole will become an “attractive
living and working alternative” to Singapore and Johor
Bahru for a new generation of digital workers. Various lifestyle and recreation facilities would be developed to help
support this. Adding to the Park’s appeal will be its
eco-friendly transport options, with discussions underway to offer electric mobility options such as e-bikes and
electric vehicles. These vehicles will not run on public
roads, but rather on private campus grounds.
“We hope to bring a new dimension to the way tech
companies or companies using digital utilities do their
business. This is in the form of an ecosystem that seamlessly blends work, living and recreation at affordable
costs on every level,” says Mr Wiluan.

CHANGES AFOOT
There have been other exciting developments in Batam as
well apart from the digital hub. The Foreign Ministries of

Upcoming developments at Nongsa Digital Park include a data centre and state-of-the-art training facility.
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Singapore and Indonesia have discussed cooperative efforts on aircraft maintenance, repair and overhaul (MRO)
facilities in the BKK (Batam, Bintan and Karimun) SEZ.
In August, the technical and MRO units of major Indonesian airlines Lion Air and Garuda Indonesia announced
plans to build and operate eight hangars on Batam to perform aircraft maintenance work within Indonesia. The
hangars can accommodate up to 24 narrow body aircraft,
and could reduce the amount of maintenance, operations
and repair work sent overseas by as much as 10 per cent
over the next decade.
In the healthcare arena, BP Batam Hospital, BP Batam
and healthcare blockchain firm dClinic have also inked a
major agreement in July this year at the Fullerton Hotel
help transform medical care in Batam. The US$140 million

contract will see dClinic, which is headquartered in Singapore, deliver a number of projects in Batam, including
helping to establish Batam Medical Blockchain based on
its Private Healthcare Blockchain system. These innovations will help Batam in its journey to become both an Indonesian and a regional medical tourism powerhouse.
On the seafront, Batam’s state port operator Perlindo I
also announced funding of S$115million to further upgrade its port. This injection of funds aims to enhance the
competitiveness of the northern port of Batu Ampar by improving its cargo handling capabilities.
Plans include procuring container cranes capable of
loading and unloading goods for larger ships, which
would help increase productivity and reduce operating
costs at the same time.
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A perfect mix of business and leisure
Ongoing developments on the resort island of Bintan will draw even more tourists. BY AUDREY NG

P
Bintan Resorts’ Treasure Bay will see more upcoming developments such as an organic farm and marine life
park. BT PHOTO: BINTAN RESORTS CAKRAWALA

ROJECTED to become the
world’s fourth-largest economy in 2050, Indonesia’s
progress is well underway
with its welcome attitude
to investments under President Joko
Widodo, who has ushered in a stable
political climate and has put the development of infrastructure and tourism
as priorities.
The republic’s tourism figures
show healthy growth with visitor arrivals reaching 15.8 million last year,
13 per cent more than in 2017, and an
all time high. The government hopes
to draw 18 million tourists this year, a
revision of its original 20 million target, citing natural disasters as part of
the reasons why arrivals had been affected in the first half of this year.
Ongoing initiatives to increase
tourist numbers include the development of 10 New Balis, aimed to increase tourism to other less wellknown but noteworthy attractions

across the archipelago such as Lake
Toba and Tanjung Lesung.
The recent announcement of the
seven km sea bridge linking Batam
and Bintan is another positive indicator for the development of two of the
largest Riau Islands, as well as its
neighbouring islands.
Construction of the bridge – estimated to cost around S$390 million – is
expected to begin next year, and to be
completed within three to four years.
The bridge will also leverage on the expected transport connections from
Changi Airport Terminal 5 when that
is completed.
With the tourism industry highlighted as one of the main sectors for
investment, one state in the sprawling archipelago that is seeing healthy
investment and tourist growth is
Bintan.
The popular resort island saw its
visitor numbers cross the one million
mark last year, an 18.4 per cent

year-on-year growth. There was also a
marked increase in tourists from
China and India, with Chinese tourists exceeding those from Singapore
this year, says Bintan Resort
Cakrawala’s general manager Abdul
Wahab.
He is positive about Bintan’s
growth, citing many interested
parties looking at investing in Bintan
Resort. The new bridge will not only
benefit local residents, but also Meetings, Incentives, Conventions and Exhibitions (MICE) groups in considering Bintan Resorts' meeting and conference facilities for their company's
retreat, he says.
“The 10 New Balis plan also indirectly benefits Bintan as it has created
general awareness to other destinations too,” says Mr Wahab.
Bintan Resorts has certainly
stepped up efforts to woo tourists
with more hotel openings to meet its
aim of increasing its hotel inventory
to 4,000 to 5,000 rooms by 2021.
The opening of new hotels such as
Doulos Phos, a 104-year-old ship
hotel with 104 rooms, and teepee
style desert-themed glamping resort
ANMON with 100 rooms also added
to the island’s current room inventory of more than 2,000.
Upcoming hotels expected within
the next few years include the
Chiva-Som Resort and Wellness
Centre, the first extension of the Thai
health resort brand with 70 rooms
and 34 luxury villa estates, as well as
Hotel Indigo, Novotel and Four Points
by Sheraton.
“We are excited to witness the
growing number of visitors to Bintan,
and we want to continue to offer them
better experiences and venues,” adds
Mr Wahab.

NEW DEVELOPMENTS
New developments are in the works
to draw more visitors to integrated
waterfront development Treasure
Bay, home to its iconic Crystal Lagoon, which at 6.3 ha, is the largest
man-made seawater lagoon of its
kind in South-east Asia.
The 338 ha Treasure Bay will have
an organic farm that aims to teach visitors about organic farming through
guided tours and workshops, promote farm-to-table dining and will
also sell herbs native to the Indonesian rainforest.
A 2.8 ha Marine Life Discovery
Park is planned to open in the last
quarter of 2019 and will showcase
marine life species, wildlife such as
marine birds and mangrove flora and
fauna.
Sport tourism is another way to
bring in the crowds to Bintan. The
second edition of the International
Bintan Marathon will be held on
Sept 7 and 8 and is expected to host
up to 5,000 participants across various run categories, a marked increase
from 1,200 last year.
“The International Bintan Marathon 2019 is the newest addition to
the suite of world-class sporting
events available here, alongside the
Bintan Triathlon and Ironman 70.3
Bintan. We encourage people in Singapore to have a ‘run-cation’ just
60 minutes away from Singapore’s
cityscape,” says Mr Wahab.
The cycling Tour de Bintan will
also take place next March 27 to 29.

IMPROVING CONNECTIVITY
Visitors are also coming to Bintan by
way of large cruise ships, with Dream
Cruises’ Genting Dream adding a
two-night weekend Bintan Cruise for
its April to November 2020 itinerary
and Royal Caribbean’s Voyager of the
Seas, making its maiden call at Bintan
in May this year.
And to make things easier for passengers taking the ferry from Singapore to Bintan via Changi Airport, a
one-stop service will deliver passengers’ baggage straight from the aircraft to the ferry terminal.
“We have also improved and upgraded our ferry terminal to accommodate the increase of sea arrivals by
the regular ferry as well as weekly arrivals of cruise ships,” says Mr Wahab.
Making way for more flights in the
future is the new Bintan airport which
is currently under construction. It will
feature a three km-long runway when
it is expected to be completed by end
2021.
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